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LD-1 LIGHT-DUTY DRUM HANDLING 
FORKLIFT ATTACHMENT 

 
 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
The attachment has two main components:  the vertical frame / Parrot-Beak® clamping mechanism 
(item #1) and the fork mounting and related hardware (item #2).  The vertical frame is attached to the 
fork mounting by a steel channel cross member and physically attached using nuts and bolts 
(included with the unit).   Twin matching holes on the frame’s base plate and the mounting cross-
member of the fork mounting are provided.  Place the frame on top of this member and align the twin 
holes.  Using the threaded clamp bar and screws provided, secure the frame both at the top and 
bottom.  Tighten screws and attach the safety chain that is provided. 
 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Mount the attachment on the lift truck by simply sliding the forks into the fork pockets on the unit.  
Attach the safety chain to the carriage of the forklift or one of the forks, whichever is most convenient 
to the operator.  Raise the unit off the ground and tilt slightly (1-2°) forward.  Approach the drum with 
the top of the Parrot-Beak clamp slightly below the top rim of the drum.  As the clamp makes contact 
with the sidewall of the drum, raise the carriage/forks of the forklift straight up (DO NOT TILT BACK).  
As the unit is lifted, the lower jaw of the Parrot-Beak will catch under the top chime of the drum.  As 
the beak begins to take resistance from the weight of the drum, the upper jaw will be automatically 
(mechanically) brought over the top of the drum chime.  As both jaws close securely, the drum will be 
properly engaged and can be lifted off the ground.  Bring the carriage tilt back to parallel with the 
ground during transport.  To disengage the drum, simply reverse this procedure.   
 
**Please Note** Specific instructions are attached here for the proper handling of fiber drums.  
Consult this information before handling fiber (cardboard) drums. 
 
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

 
To keep the unit operational at all times, see that all moving parts of the Parrot-Beak clamp 
(especially the internal pins, springs and jaws) are well oiled and free of dirt or debris.  Periodically 
blow out the internal parts of the Parrot-Beak with compressed air and spray with any light grade 
industrial lubricant.  Visually inspect all moving parts before each usage to ensure that all fasteners, 
hardware and moving components are in proper position and are free from wear.  If wear is evident or 
parts appear to be missing (jaws don’t engage or spring back properly), please consult your nearest 
Liftomatic distributor or call (847) 325 2930. 
 


